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‘The chapter authors provide a nuanced perspective that goes well beyond the media-driven headlines and
well-worn social policy tropes. By probing beneath conventional categories such as digital divides, digital
natives/immigrants and generation gaps, they are able to provide one of the most sophisticated analyses to
date of the relationship between age, cohort and media use. Anyone concerned about generational issues of
media use will profit from reading this volume.’
– James E Katz, The State University of New Jersey, USA
‘This incisive and wide-ranging collection offers nuanced and subtle insights into the complexities of people’s
uses of digital technologies, recognising that individual differences increase with age. From teenagers’
experiences of parental surveillance through to the “oldest old” (85+ years), these rigorous case studies
critically illuminate our relationships with digital technologies and provide ample food for thought and
further research.’
– Lelia Green, Edith Cowan University, Australia and author The Internet: An introduction to new media
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